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Koi Care Secrets is a fact-dense book that picks up where other koi books, videos and resources

left off. This book is an exclusive, intelligently structured interview with Ben Plonski, arguably THE

top koi expert in America, who reveals his vast array of insider expertise and surprising secrets he's

learned about koi care over the past 40+ years. Here's what people are saying about Ben:"I'm the

Chairman of Koi judges for the Koi shows in the United States for AKCA. When it comes to the

health of Koi and water quality, there isn't anyone better than Ben. He's one of the top Koi dealers in

the country, and I trust him to care after our personal Koi pond. I'll stand behind Ben at the drop of a

hat."Bob Finnegan, ChairmanAssociated Koi Clubs of AmericaCosta Mesa, CA"...Having been in

the koi and tropical fish hobby his whole life as well as having a degree in Marine Biology, Ben is an

expert. He is very knowledgeable and keeps abreast of the latest innovations of pond design and

filtration as well as the care and nutrition of koi. He travels to Japan every year as well as to koi

events around the country. He is a very personable businessman and, above all, very honest and

straightforward. He gives the impression that he is a partner in helping me keep my pond and koi

healthy."Pam SpindolaKoi hobbyist & Previous Editor of Koi USA MagazineTustin, CAWith this

streamlined interview format, the author keeps our koi expert laser-focused on the most important

questions, problems, and solutions you need to know to save time, save money, and avoid

frustration with your koi fish and pond.INSIDE, YOU WILL DISCOVER ...* The 4 things to check

before you add new fish to your pond to keep them from getting sick* 7 ways to keep predators from

gobbling up your koi for lunch* The deadly chemical in your tap water and how to eliminate it from

your pond. WARNING: It doesn't evaporate from the water like chlorine does. Each week, Ben sees

people who've accidentally killed their koi with this mistake. But you'll never have to worry* Koi

selection secrets: Why next year's eye-catching beauty may be an "ugly duckling" today* Mixing koi

and goldfish? Know this* The amazing true story of the 225 year-old koi fish!* How to avoid

overcrowding with the "Fish Quantity Formula"* Filtration secrets for healthy koi ponds* The 3 pillars

of Koi Health Care* Natural, chemical-free disease control. Plus, the truth about antibiotics* How

hand-feeding your koi can hypnotize them into giving up their lives to predators and what to do

about it* Why you should not feed your koi during certain months and feed up to 8 times a day

during others (reduces risk of disease and organ problems while contributing to healthy skin)*

Discover which foods improve the colors on your koi* The one common koi food ingredient you

should avoid that leads to skin problems and pollutes your pond* The effective way to test your koi

pond's ammonia level* 2 safe and natural "miracle additives" that reduce fish waste, minimize bad

bacteria, and keep your koi and pond water healthy * Why most koi live until their owners kill them,



and how you can double or triple the life of your koi* The 4 most common causes of death for koi

and how to avoid them* The 2 types of ponds where koi don't belong and why* And much moreKoi

Care Secrets reveals easy-to-follow advice to help your fish live longer ... save money ... reduce

maintenance hassles ... and bring you far greater enjoyment from your koi pond for years to

come.Scroll up and click on the "Buy" button to deliver almost instantly to your Kindle or other

reading device.
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Great book

I did learn a few things and it was free, can't complain about that. But I didn't care for the interview

format, I'd rather be able to look up a topic as I wanted.



This "book" is just a very brief interview covering the very basics of keeping a koi pond. There are

no images, and not much detailed information. The author claims that this is to cover the stuff you

don't find in most books, but that couldn't be further from the truth; this book only covers the most

basic stuff found in other koi care books, and then stops short. When dealing with live fish and the

variables of a pond, images are extremely valuable to the reader. I realize this book is priced

extremely low, but I feel like the reading material was worth about half that price.

I am very glad I bought this book. There is everything I ever wanted to know and then some. Very

easy to read and understand. Includes many sites to check out. Well worth reading and owning.

this book provided surface material. I expected a deeper dive into the subject. The use of an

interview framework detracted from the focus of the subject.

Great source of information

I read this book in 1 hour. That is one hour of time I could have used to research real information.

There is no distinct information in the book other than you need to talk to an expert or experienced

person about the subject. Really? I thought I was reading information from the actual expert. The

format of an interview was entertaining, but like dangling a carrot in front of a donkey, you never

covered the answer. At the end I felt I had just watched an infomercial. Contact the Laguna

company for products related to your subject, we will sell you what you really need. I do have to

state that I own a Laguna bio filter system and it is fabulous. The book.....not so fabulous

It did provide some information but did not fill in the gaps as author stated it would. The narrative

was pleasant, but did not give sufficient technical information.
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